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About This Game

Can you help the penguins in their quest for ice bricks? In Martha Madison: Forces, students use forces, acceleration, inertia,
and friction to move giant ice blocks across a frozen landscape. Once the correct forces are applied, ice choppers are put to
work, breaking the blocks into small bricks that Martha’s penguin friends need to build new homes. Experience a free-play

forces playground and create custom, playable levels in the game!

Martha Madison: Forces is part of a series of games designed from the ground up to enhance middle school-level science
curriculum by captivating players and making complex concepts meaningful. All of the games in the Martha Madison series
allow players to cooperatively solve real-world challenges that develop critical thinking, problem solving, technology literacy

and adaptability.

Game Features:

Single Player and Couch Co-Op Support

Co-Op Keyboard Support (both players can play on a single keyboard)

A level editor to build and play your own Forces-based levels
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Title: Martha Madison: Forces
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Second Avenue Learning
Publisher:
Second Avenue Learning
Release Date: 8 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: Intel Atom x5-Z8350 1.44GHz or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 3000 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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We live in a time where anything that says STEM on it is automatically spectacular and forward thinking. Unfortunately, much
of the STEM games for kids are backwards instead of forwards. This game is clunky at best. Controls are ridiculous for a child,
its not made for iPad, and not compatible with Mac. The graphics are subpar and the characters aren't voiced. Much of this
would be fine if the controls weren't so uncomfortable. Even as an adult gamer used to using the wasd keys, having the 'jump' or
'confirm' button as 'v' is awkward. Any gamer would use shift, space, even the 'q' or 'e' keys, who's idea was 'v'? My child is in
8th grade and has been playing games like World of Warcraft for years, so she has a ton of experience in the layout of computer
games and it was still frustrating to her. How would a child with little computer game experience be able to move quickly from
wasd to 'v' or even 'b' which is the 'grab' or 'decline' button. We homeschool and are always looking for new ways to incorporate
STEAMM into our lessons, so I thought this would be a great option. We were handed a flyer about the game at a local
engineering fair event. I am glad I only chose one of the games instead of buying the whole set. I'm sure I can find something on
the app store with less frustration.
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